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DVDxDV announces Veescope Key Chroma Keying Plugin
Published on 10/22/07
DVDxDV is delighted to announce Veescope Key 1.0, a professional chroma keying plugin for
Final Cut Studio and Motion. At its basic, Veescope Key is optimized to take advantage of
the PowerPC G5 or Intel Core Duo processors graphics card for incredibly smooth, high
speed previews of the final chroma key. Veescope Keys precise edge shaping allows users to
optimize the key to carve away at the fine edges and uses advanced chroma keying
techniques to create beautiful, professional quality video.
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Los Gatos, California - October 19, 2007 - DVDxDV is delighted to announce Veescope Key
1.0, a professional chroma keying plugin for Final Cut Studio and Motion. At its basic,
Veescope Key is optimized to take advantage of the PowerPC G5 or Intel Core Duo processors
graphics card for incredibly smooth, high speed previews of the final chroma key. Veescope
Keys precise edge shaping allows users to optimize the key to carve away at the fine edges
and uses advanced chroma keying techniques to create beautiful, professional quality
video.
Chroma keying is the technique of electronically cutting out the subject against a solid
colored blue or green screen. Veescope Key shares the same keying engine found in Veescope
Live, a real-time monitoring, chroma keying, and recording application for video
production. Veescope Live can preview a chroma key shot on the set and Veescope Key can
be
used in post-production to create the final shot. Adjustments made on the set can now
directly translate into saving thousands of dollars in post production time.
Supported Languages:
* US English
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X v10.4 or later
* 192kb hard Drive space
* Final Cut Pro 5.14 or higher
* Motion 2.12 or higher
* G5 or Intel MacIntosh Recommended
Pricing and Availability:
Veescope Key 1.0 is available now directly from DVDxDV for only $29.00 USD. The Demo
Version of the software will produce a single horizontal stripe through the middle of the
video when the filter is applied.
DVDxDV:
http://www.dvdxdv.com/
Veescope Key:
http://www.dvdxdv.com/NewFolderLookSite/VeeScope/Products/VeescopeKey/VeescopeKeyO
verview.htm
Download:
http://www.dvdxdv.com/dvdxdvVersions/VeescopeKeyDemo.dmg.zip
Veescope Key Tutorial:
http://www.dvdxdv.com/NewFolderLookSite/VeeScope/Products/VeescopeKey/VeescopeKeyE
xamples.htm
Purchase Veescope Key:
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https://usd.swreg.org/cgi-bin/s.cgi?s=30566&p=305661&v=12&d=0&q=1&t=

Based in Los Gatos, California, DVDxDV is a privately-held company founded in 2004 by
President and CEO, Brad Wright. With over 14 years of software engineering experience Brad
has spent the last three years creating professional audio and video production software
for the Macintosh. DVDxDV products are used world-wide through-out the broadcast
television and film industry. It's high quality video conversion products have been used
on The academy award winning film, An Inconvenient Truth, PBS Frontline, Speed Freaks TV
and many more. Copyright 2004 - 2007 DVDxDV. All Rights Reserved. Apple Final Cut Studio
and Apple Motion, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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